We present a neural network-based joint approach for emotion classification and emotion cause detection, which attempts to capture mutual benefits across the two sub-tasks of emotion analysis. Considering that emotion classification and emotion cause detection need different kinds of features (affective and event-based separately), we propose a joint encoder which uses a unified framework to extract features for both sub-tasks and a joint model trainer which simultaneously learns two models for the two sub-tasks separately. Our experiments on Chinese microblogs show that the joint approach is very promising.
Introduction
The analysis of emotions in texts is an important task in NLP. Traditional studies treat this task as a pipeline of two separated sub-tasks: emotion classification and emotion cause detection. The former identifies the category of an emotion and the latter detects the cause of an emotion. This separated framework makes each sub-task more flexible to deal with, but it neglects the relevance between the two sub-tasks. In this paper, we explore joint approaches which can capture mutual benefits across the relevant two sub-tasks. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first attempt to incorporate both emotion classification and emotion cause detection into a unified framework.
Although emotion classification relies on affective features and emotion cause detection needs event-based features, we propose a joint encoder which uses a unified framework to extract features for both emotion classification instances and emotion cause detection instances. Then, we propose a joint model trainer which simultaneously learns two models for the two sub-tasks separately. The experiments on Chinese microblogs show that our joint approach can effectively learn models for both sub-tasks.
Our Approach

Corpus
In this paper, we use the human-labeled emotion corpus provided by Cheng et al. (2017) as our experimental data (namely Cheng emotion corpus). To better explain our work, we adopt twitter's terminology used in Cheng et al. (2017) . Cheng emotion corpus can be considered as a collection of subtweets. For each emotion in a subtweet, all emotion keywords expressing the emotion are selected, and then the class and the cause of the emotion are annotated. The emotion categorization used in Huang et al. (2016) is adopted, which includes four basic emotions (i.e., joy, angry, sad and fearful) and three complex emotions (i.e., positive, neutral and negative). E.g. in the following example, the class of the emotion keyword (" ") is sad, and the cause of the emotion is "only I was at home again". 
Problem Formulation
In this paper, both the emotion classification subtask (namely EClass) and the emotion cause detection sub-task (namely ECause) are clauselevel. Given an instance which is a clause in a subtweet, EClass assigns one of seven labels (i.e. six emotion classes and label 'non-emotion' which indicates the absence of an emotion) to the instance. Notice, because of the extremely low percentage of emotion 'fearful' (~0.6% in §3.1 Table 1 ), we ignore this emotion class in EClass.
Given an instance which is a pair of <an emotion keyword, a clause in the subtweet>, ECause assigns a binary label to the instance to indicates the presence of a causal relation. Moreover, the clause-level EClass can effectively avoid the problem of multiple emotions because clauses are a kind of fine-grained texts. Furthermore, the input text of an EClass instance contains three sequences of words: the previous clause (i.e. PrevCL), the current clause (i.e. CurCL), and the following clause (i.e. FolCL). The previous clause and the following clause provide contextual information for the current clause. The input text of an ECause instance also has three sequences of words: the emotion keyword (i.e. EmoKW), the current clause (i.e. CauseCL) and the context between EmoKW and CauseCL. The emotion keyword serves as an anchor, the current clause gives the description of an event which may cause the emotion, and the context provides complemental information for the event. Moreover, each word is represented with a vector from our word embedding model which is trained with word2vec 1 and the tweet corpus of Cheng et al. (2017) .
The Joint Approach
As shown in Fig. 2 , there are two parts in our joint approach which is based on neural networks: a joint encoder (the lower part) which extracts feature representations for both EClass instances and ECause instances, and a linear decoder (the upper part) which assigns labels to instances according to their representations.
Neural Networks
In the joint encoder, there are two neural networks (the attention network and the LSTM network), and each neural network is composed of several layers: bidirectional LSTM (i.e. BiLSTM) and attention. The BiLSTM layer focuses on the extraction of sequence features, and the attention layer focuses on the learning of word importance (weights). Because of the feature sparse problem in our small-scaled experimental data, the attention network often cannot effectively extract features to represent an event (see §3.2). Thus, in our joint encoder, we use the attention network to extract affective features (e.g. " " in Fig. 1 ) and the LSTM network to extract event-based features (e.g. "I found that only I was at home again" in Fig. 1 ).
The attention network: we implement the attention network used in Felbo et al. (2017) , which includes two layers: a BiLSTM layer which extracts a sequence feature for each input word, and an attention layer which represents the input sequence using weighted words. The LSTM network: the network uses a BiLSTM layer to capture a sequence feature for each input word, and then uses the average of those features as the representation of the input sequence.
In the linear decoder, there are two classification networks (CNet EClass and CNet ECause) for EClass and ECause separately. Each classification network uses a linear layer to build a probabilistic classification model.
The Joint Encoder
As shown in Fig. 2 , there are two sub-encoders in our joint encoder: Encoder EClass (the left part) which provides a representation for an EClass instance, and Encoder ECause (the right part) which extracts a representation for an ECause instance. Given an instance, one sub-encoder extracts a main representation (through the black lines in Fig.2 ) and the other sub-encoder provides an auxiliary representation (through the blue or red lines in Fig.2) . Then, the concatenation of the two representations serves as the final representation for the instance (i.e. h EClass or h ECause in Fig.2) . In order to deal with the case that a main representation may be overwhelmed by its corresponding auxiliary representation, linear layers are used to reduce the dimensions of auxiliary representations. Moreover, there are three sequences of words either in the input text of an EClass instance or in the input text of an ECause instance. In order to effectively use these input sequences, a multi-channel structure is chosen, which encodes the input sequences one by one. Encoder EClass: given the three sequences of words in an EClass instance (PrevCL, CurCL and FolCL), the attention network is applied to CurCL to extract an affective representation, and the LSTM network is applied to PrevCL and FolCL separately to extract two event-based representations. Then, the concatenation of the three representations is used as the main representation (i.e. h main_EClass ). Furthermore, in order to extract more contextual information, the LSTM network of Encoder ECause is applied to PrevCL and FolCL (through the blue lines in Fig. 2 ) to extract the auxiliary representation (i.e. h aux_EClass ), which provides another event-based view for our emotion classification. Encoder ECause: in order to separately deal with the three sequences of words (EmoKW, CauseCL and Context) in an ECause instance, the LSTM network is applied to each input sequence and then the concatenation of the three representations is used as the main representation (i.e. h main_ECause ). Furthermore, for each input sequence (CauseCL or Context), the BiLSTM layer in the attention network is used to extract more eventbased features (through the red lines in Fig. 2) , and those features serve as an auxiliary representation (i.e. h aux_ECause ) which provides another event-based view for our emotion cause detection.
The Joint Model Trainer
. Although each model uses auxiliary representations from the other model, but the learning of the model focuses on its own parameters. In other words, gradient calculation is disabled along the dashed lines in Fig. 2 .
In each episode, the batch of input data is composed of two sets of instances: EClass subbatch containing only EClass instances and ECause sub-batch containing only ECause instances. Given the batch of data, the parameters of each model are updated according its corresponding loss function. E.g., Model JMEClass uses only the EClass sub-batch, and its loss function is the mean squared errors of the instances in the sub-batch. In our joint model trainer, the two models are optimized using their own loss functions as pipeline model training does, but they use up-to-date auxiliary representations from each other to help optimization.
Experiments
Experimental Setup
In Cheng emotion corpus, there are ~3,000 subtweets, ~11,000 instances for EClass, and ~13,000 instances for ECause. Moreover, Table 1 lists the class distribution in Cheng emotion corpus for EClass. All experiments in this paper are trained and tested by 5-fold cross-validation on Cheng emotion corpus, and all the results reported are the average ones of 5-fold cross-validation performances. We use the precision, recall and Fscore as our evaluation metrics. However, because of the high percentage of label 'nonemotion' in EClass (see Table 1 ) and label '0' in ECause, similar to previous work Felbo et al., 2017; Cheng et al., 2017; , we report only the evaluation metrics of the six emotion classes for EClass and the evaluation metrics of label '1' for ECause. During our joint training process, the dimension of the word embeddings is 20; the output dimension of the BiLSTM layer used in both the LSTM network and the attention network is 128; the output dimension of the linear network is 8; the batch size is 32.
The two models (JMEClass and JMECause) which are learned by our joint approach are compared with several pipeline models which are learned in a pipeline manner (i.e. either for EClass or for ECause) using one of the following state-of-the-art encoders.  ATT: the attention network in Fig.2 .  LSTM: the LSTM network in Fig.2 .  ATT+LSTM: an hybrid encoder for emotion classification, which applies ATT to CurCL and LSTM to PrevCL and FolCL.  ConvMSMemnet: the encoder proposed by for emotion cause detection, which applies a convolutional multiple-slot deep memory network to CauseCL. Table 3 : The performances of the six emotions in JMEClass
Method Analysis
In Table 2 , Model ATT + CurCL out-performs LSTM + CurCL by 2.8% in F-scores, where ATT is a state-of-the-art encoder for emotion classification (Felbo et al., 2017) . The significant performance improvement means that ATT can effectively extract affective features in CurCL. In fact, the emotion classification on Chinese microblogs can rely much on emotion keywords occurring in CurCL. E.g. ~50% emotional instances in our experimental data contains emoticons (e.g. " " in Fig. 1 ) in CurCL and those emoticons themselves are strong emotion indicators. Secondly, when different kinds of contextual information are incorporated to Model ATT + CurCL, different performance improvements obtain (0.2% for ATT + all and 0.7% for ATT+LSTM in F-scores). This indicates that for the emotion classification, the event-based features extracted by LSTM are more helpful than the affective features extracted by ATT, because contexts often provide the cause event of an emotion. E.g. in Fig. 1 , the previous clause of " " contains its cause "only I was at home again". Finally, taking the advantage of the event-based features extracted by JMECause, JMEClass out-performs the best pipeline model (ATT+LSTM) by 0.7% in F-scores. This shows that it is important for the emotion classification to have an encoder which can effectively extract event-based features from contexts.
In Table 3 , the performance of a basic emotion (i.e., joy, angry or sad) is often better than the one of a complex emotion (i.e., positive, neutral or negative). However, in Table 1 , the data size of a basic emotion is often smaller than the one of a complex emotion. This indicates that difference in performance is likely linked to differences in the emotional contents of labels rather than differences in data sizes. E.g. the complex emotion 'negative' (i.e. a collection of complex emotions with negativity, such as 'hate', 'anxious', and so on) is more diverse than the basic emotion 'sad', and this diversity in emotional contents brings more challenges to the detection of this complex emotion. Furthermore, even if both 'sad' and 'angry' are basic emotions and have similar data sizes in our experimental data, it seems much easier to detect 'sad' instances than to detect 'angry' instances. This is maybe because 'angry' is caused by more various events and it is more difficult to capture and utilize those cause events. Thus, it is necessary for the emotion classification to have an encoder which can extract the eventbased information of emotion cause from texts.
Encoder
Sequence Table 4 shows the performances of different emotion cause detection models, where "Sequence" lists the sequences of input words used by each model. In Table 4 , JMECause outperforms the best pipeline model (LSTM) by 0.8% in F-scores. The LSTM encoder is a stateof-the-art approach used for emotion cause detection (Cheng et al., 2017) . Furthermore, the performance improvement of JMECause is from the significant increasing in recalls (5.4%). This indicates that more emotion causes are correctly detected when the event-based features extracted by Model JMEClass are incorporated. Moreover, among all models, the two models (ATT and LSTM) achieve relatively high precision and relatively low recall, and ConvMS-Memnet obtains the lowest precision and highest recall. This means that both ATT and LSTM suffer from the feature coverage problem because some useful features cannot be extracted through their encoders, and ConvMS-Memn suffers from the feature quality problem maybe because its encoder cannot handle the informal writing style used in Chinese microblogs.
Related Work
In recent years, intensive studies have explored supervised machine learning approaches using various types of features for different-level emotion classification, such as document level (Alm et al. 2005; Li et al. 2014; Huang et al. 2016) , sentence level or short text level (Tokushisa et al. 2008; Bhowmick et al. 2009; Xu et al. 2012; Wen and Wan, 2014; Felbo et al., 2017) , and so on. Moreover, since both emotion and sentiment belong to affective feeling, some studies have explored the join learning of sentiment classification and emotion classification (Gao et al., 2013; .
In the other hand, most of previous emotion cause detection studies is clause-based, which examine whether a clause around a given emotion keyword is a cause or not. Moreover, these studies (Chen et al., 2010; Ghazi et al., 2015; Cheng et al., 2017) focus on how to extract two kinds of features for supervised model learning: explicit expression patterns (e.g. "to cause", "for"), and implicit features which can reflect the causal relation.
Conclusion
In this paper, we focus on a joint learning approach to emotion classification and emotion cause detection on Chinese microblogs, and the experiments show such a joint approach is very promising.
